
INTENT TO PROMOTE   
Student Name ___________________________________ Belt Testing For____________ 

Dear Teacher, 

I am a Personal Achievement Speaker and the owner of Active Martial Arts. We have a student in common, as well as 

some similar goals. I want my students to achieve their very best, not just in Martial Arts, but also in their everyday lives. 

It is important to me that they develop the skills to be productive, successful individuals. An integral part of our Martial 

Arts program is to teach students the importance of focus, respect and self-discipline. All of these are essential elements 

for student’s growth. Before every Belt Testing of my students, I will seek the opinions of their parents and teachers. 

This means that every time a student is approaching his/her next belt test, you will receive an “Intent to Promote” letter. 

This letter will be your opportunity to describe any difficulties our student may be having. We hold a student’s promotion 

until parents, teachers and I see the student’s progress warrants such a reward. If you have something positive to share, 

your feedback would be invaluable and appreciated. 

Our Tenets – Courtesy, Integrity, Perseverance, Self-Control, Courage, Honor and Community along with our “Life Skills” 

- Discipline, Belief, Communication, Respect, Self Esteem and Honesty – are the foundation of all our classes. We 

encourage our students to live by these and strive to meet goals they have set for themselves. Active Martial Arts 

students have the opportunity to earn 1, 2 or 3 stars on their belt by demonstrating their knowledge of the Tenets and Life 

Skills in the academic classroom. While completing the section below, please remember that a student’s academic effort 

is based on how hard they try to succeed rather than the actual grades they receive.

Please sign below and return this letter to our student. I look forward to working with you and hope that together, we can 

help our students have a productive and rewarding year. Please call me at (206)399-0543 if you have any questions or if I 

can be of any assistance. Thank you fo your time and attention. 

Respectfully, 

Jeff Kyle 

____ Does not use Martial Arts at school   

____ Gives best effort and is always trying to improve 

____Turns in homework, complete and on time   

____  Shows respect to teachers and classmates   

  Please choose one of the following:  

________  Satisfactory Academic Effort

________ Good Academic Effort   

________ Excellent Academic Effort 

Teacher’s Signature _________________________________________________ Date ___________________ 

Teacher’s Name Printed ______________________________________________________________________ 

***You have an opportunity to receive a Personal Achievement Presentation that will focus on concentration, self-

discipline and improving grades. Our instructors are great with the students and our presentations have a very positive 

impact on them. 

_____ Yes, I would like to schedule a complientary 45 minute success class     ______Not yet 

School Name ___________________________________________ 

Phone Number ___________________________________   Ext ________ Best time to call ________________________________ 

E-mail address _______________________________________________________________________________________________




